Levels of evidence supporting recommendations in cardiovascular guidelines are known to be low, fewer than 15% of all recommendations in cardiovascular guidelines are supported by high-quality evidence from multiple randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and metaanalyses (level A evidence). 1-3 One recent study showed that the evidence levels underlying the European and American guidelines did not change over the last decade. 2 Considering that similar evidence levels have been found in most medical and surgical subspecialties, a grim outlook on the medical evidence base as a whole arises. However, light comes after the darkest hour.
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Evidence levels of the recently released 2019 guidelines of the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) prudently set forth a more commendable trend. In the five new 2019 ESC guidelines, the number of should and should not recommendations (class I and III) supported by level of evidence (LoE) A has increased from 24.4% (interquartile range (IQR) 18.9%-38.5%) to 38.2% (IQR 22.8%-45.9%), while the number of recommendations supported by LoE B and C has been reduced ( Figure 1 ). [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Simultaneously, the number of recommendations has increased from a median of 96 (IQR 83-130) in previous guidelines to a median of 120 (IQR 120-138) recommendations in the 2019 guidelines.
These results suggest that the efforts of the last decade to improve the evidence on the management of cardiovascular disease might be starting to bear fruit. Indeed, these numbers represent just one year of guideline releases by one major cardiovascular society and should thus be interpreted with care. Nonetheless, it should not be unrecorded that steps were taken in the right direction by the authors of the 2019 guidelines. To further understand and improve the cardiovascular evidence base and identify where gaps exist, guidelines should be broken down into their recommended actions by, for example, categorizing recommendations by intervention (pharmaceutical/open surgical/lifestyle/ etc.) and diagnostic (laboratory test/invasive imaging/ risk stratification/etc.). Findings from such a recent breakdown analysis of the ESC guidelines showed that more than two-thirds of the 3531 recommendations issued between 2003 and 2018 were on therapeutic topics (largest groups: pharmaceutical (48.9%), open surgical (14.4%) and minimal-invasive (13.4%) interventions) and one-third on diagnostic topics (largest groups: non-invasive tests/imaging (45.5%), laboratory tests(18.9%) and invasive tests/imaging (13.0%) interventions). Pharmaceutical and lifestyle interventions were, as expected, substantially more grounded in level A evidence (class I/III 15.6% and 34.3%, respectively) than were open surgical (class I/III 4.1%) and diagnostic recommendations (range class I/III 2.3%-13.4%). 3 Ideally, all care delivered would be supported by evidence from well-conducted RCTs. It should thus not be acceptable for high-quality evidence levels to remain around 40%. However, RCTs may not be the best methodology to, for example, demonstrate the value of diagnostic tools or prognostic assessments. 9 Trials are inevitable when diagnostic and prognostic research suggest different intervention strategies or when adequate reference standards are missing. 10 In reclassification, accuracy and cost-effectiveness studies, however, trials offer no surplus benefit over the results of crosssectional and therapeutic studies combined. Hence, observational research is often the highest level of evidence viable for diagnostic and prognostic recommendations rendering the lower levels of evidence attached to these studies controversial.
Trials also have remained laborious and become increasingly expensive, barely innovating in their execution, limiting their numbers and leaving clinicians and guideline authors to rely on lower levels of evidence as a result. 11 Innovation in trials to decrease their costs is sorely needed to allow them to add knowledge on evidence gaps where profitable business cases are lacking. Since most of the costs of trials are found to lie within (manual) patient accrual and follow-up, major opportunities to decrease these costs can be found by creating learning healthcare systems by leveraging routinely collected data, such as those found in electronic healthcare records. 12 Until then, guideline authors are forced to decide whether or not to issue recommendations based on weaker evidence instead, keeping guidelines patient-centric and avoiding them becoming a mere recital of facts. 13 By issuing recommendations substantiated by weaker evidence, however, guideline authors do not have the privilege of releasing just any recommendation. While a margin of appreciation for guideline authors remains necessary, as in some cases a recommendation supported only by trusted colleagues (LoE C) is better than no recommendation, guideline recommendations should remain focused on their goal of supporting clinicians in their practice. Recommendations on, for instance, political topics should therefore be considered carefully before they are issued.
Evidence levels supporting guidelines give insights into the status of the cardiovascular evidence base at a given time. To grow these insights, guidelines should be broken down into their actions (e.g. pharmaceutical interventions, surgical interventions, diagnostic imaging and prognostic stratification) to identify where to focus further efforts on improving the cardiovascular evidence base. Previously, for example, pharmaceutical and lifestyle interventions were found to be, as expected, more grounded in level A evidence than were diagnostic recommendations. 3 Yet, these new guidelines represent the current status of guideline development, and, unburdened by the history of their predecessors, they suggest that improvements in guideline development are on their way.
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